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We present results of an all-sky search for continuous gravitational waves (CWs), which can be produced
by fast spinning neutron stars with an asymmetry around their rotation axis, using data from the second
observing run of the Advanced LIGO detectors. Three different semicoherent methods are used to search in
a gravitational-wave frequency band from 20 to 1922 Hz and a first frequency derivative from −1 × 10−8 to
2 × 10−9 Hz=s. None of these searches has found clear evidence for a CW signal, so upper limits on the
gravitational-wave strain amplitude are calculated, which for this broad range in parameter space are the
most sensitive ever achieved.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Eleven detections of gravitational waves from black hole
binaries and from a neutron star binary have been reported
in [1]. One of the characteristics of the signals detected so
far is that their duration ranges from a fraction of a second
to tens of seconds in the detector sensitive frequency band.
Other mechanisms, however, can produce gravitational
waves with longer durations, not yet detected. In this paper
we describe an all-sky search for continuous gravitational
waves (CWs), almost monochromatic signals which are
present at the detectors during all the observing time. The
principal sources for CWemission (see [2] for a review) are
spinning neutron stars. If a spinning neutron star (NS) has
an asymmetry with respect to its rotation axis, it will emit
CWs at twice the rotation frequency.
Fast-spinning neutron stars in the MilkyWay can generate
continuous gravitational waves via various processes which
produce an asymmetry. Crustal distortions from cooling or
from binary accretion, or magnetic field energy buried below
the crust could lead to the nonaxisymmetry necessary for
detectable emission. The excitation of r-modes in a newborn
or accreting NS is another promising mechanism for the
emission of CWs. Recently, some evidence for a limiting
minimum ellipticity was discussed in [3]. A comprehensive
review of continuous gravitational wave emission mecha-
nisms from neutron stars can be found in [4]. The detection
of a CW, possibly combined with electromagnetic observa-
tions of the same source, could yield insight into the structure
of neutron stars and into the equation of state of matter under
extreme conditions.
Searches for continuous waves are usually split in three
different domains: targeted searches look for signals from
known pulsars [5–15]; directed searches look for signals
from known sky locations like the Galactic Center, super-
nova remnants and low-mass x-ray binaries such as Sco-X1
[16–26]; all-sky searches look for signals from unknown
sources [27–40]. Since all-sky searches need to cover a large
parameter space, they are the most computationally expen-
sive. For this reason, the most sensitive coherent search
methods (e.g., matched filtering for the full observing run)
cannot be used and semicoherent methods which split the
full observation time in shorter chunks need to be used.
The interest in all-sky searches stems from the fact that
they inspect regions of parameter space that no other
searches look at. Although the targeted searches are more
sensitive, they are limited to search for known pulsars
which are in the sensitive frequency band of the detectors,
while all-sky searches look for neutron stars with no
electromagnetic counterpart, which could have different
or more extreme properties than the observed pulsars.
In this paper we present the results of an all-sky search of
CWs by three different pipelines (FrequencyHough [41],
SkyHough [42], Time-Domain F -statistic [43]) using O2
data from the Advanced LIGO detectors. Each pipeline
uses different data analysis methods and covers different
regions of the parameter space, although there exists some
overlap between them. Overall, we search the whole sky for
gravitational wave frequencies from 20 to 1922 Hz (this
number was chosen in order to avoid the violin modes of
the test masses found at higher frequencies) and a first
frequency derivative from −1 × 10−8 to 2 × 10−9 Hz=s
(positive frequency derivatives are possible for neutron
stars which are spun up by accretion from a companion).
No detection has been made, and upper limits on the
gravitational wave amplitude are presented.
The outline of the paper is the following: in Sec. II, we
summarize the second observing run and give some details*Full author list given at the end of the article.
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about the data that is used; in Sec. III, we describe the
model of the signal that we want to detect; in Sec. IV, we
present the different pipelines which are used; in Sec. V, we
describe the results obtained by each pipeline; in Sec. VI,
we give some final remarks.
II. LIGO O2 OBSERVING RUN
The LIGO second observing run (called O2) started on
November 30, 2016 and finished on August 25, 2017.
During this time, three different gravitational-wave detec-
tors of second generation were active and producing data:
Advanced LIGO [44], consisting of two detectors with
4-km arm lengths situated in Hanford, Washington (H1)
and Livingston, Louisiana (L1), and Advanced Virgo [45],
a 3-km detector located in Cascina, Pisa. Advanced Virgo
first joined the run at the beginning of August 2017, with
less sensitivity than the LIGO detectors, so we have not
considered its data for the search described in this paper.
A representative noise curve from O2 for each LIGO
detector and a comparison to O1 is shown in Fig. 1. We can
observe an improvement of the amplitude spectral density,
and we can also observe that the spectra features a number
(greatly reduced as compared to O1) of narrow lines and
combs affecting several frequency bands, which contami-
nate the data and complicate the analysis often raising
outliers which look like the searched CW signals [46].
A cleaning procedure was applied to H1 data during
postprocessing in order to remove jitter noise and some
noise lines (more details are given in [47]). All of the
searches of this paper used this cleaned dataset. The
calibration of this dataset and its uncertainties on amplitude
and phase are described in [48]. These searches do not use
all the data from the observing run, since times where the
detectors are known to be poorly behaving are removed
from the analysis. This means that the effective amount of
data used is smaller than the full duration of the run. As in
previous observing runs, several artificial signals (called
hardware injections) have been physically injected in the
detectors in order to test their response and to validate the
different pipelines. These hardware injections are described
in Secs. III, V and in the Appendix.
III. SIGNAL MODEL
An asymmetric neutron star spinning around one of its
principal axes of inertia emits a CW signal at twice its
rotation frequency. This emission is circularly polarized
along the rotation axis and linearly polarized in the direc-
tions perpendicular to the rotation axis. The gravitational-
wave signal in the detector frame is given by [43]
hðtÞ ¼ h0

FþðtÞ
1þ cos ι
2
cosϕðtÞ þ F×ðtÞ cos ι sinϕðtÞ

;
ð1Þ
where FþðtÞ and F×ðtÞ are the antenna patterns of the
detectors (which can be found in [43]), h0 is the amplitude of
the signal, ι is the inclination of the neutron star angular
momentum vector with respect to the observer’s sky plane,
and ϕðtÞ is the phase of the signal. The amplitude of the
signal is given by
h0 ¼
4π2G
c4
Izzϵf2
d
; ð2Þ
where d is the distance from the detector to the source,
f is the gravitational-wave frequency, ϵ is the ellipticity
or asymmetry of the star, given by ðIxx − IyyÞ=Izz, and Izz
is the moment of inertia of the star with respect to the
principal axis aligned with the rotation axis. These two last
quantities are related to the mass quadrupolemomentQ22 of
the star:
FIG. 1. Amplitude spectral density (ASD)
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Sn
p
plots for the L1 (left panel) and H1 (right panel) detectors during O1 (blue trace) and
O2 (orange trace). The ASD is obtained by averaging over FFTs of 1800 s obtained for the entire run.
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ϵ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
8π
15
r
Q22
Izz
: ð3Þ
We assume that the phase evolution of the gravitational-
wave signal, which is locked to the evolution of the
rotational frequency, can be approximated with a Taylor
expansion (assumption taken from electromagnetic obser-
vations of pulsars) around a fiducial reference time τr:
ϕðτÞ ¼ ϕ0 þ 2π

f0ðτ − τrÞ þ
_f
2!
ðτ − τrÞ2 þ   

; ð4Þ
where ϕ0 is an initial phase and f0 and _f are the frequency
and first frequency derivative at the reference time. The
relation between the time at the source τ and the time at the
detector t is given by (neglecting relativistic effects like
the Einstein and Shapiro delays)
τðtÞ ¼ tþ r⃗ðtÞ · nˆ
c
; ð5Þ
where rðtÞ is the vector which joins the Solar System
barycenter (SSB) and the detector, and nˆ is the vector
identifying the star’s position in the SSB. From the previous
formula the frequency evolution of the signal can be
derived as
fðtÞ ¼ 1
2π
dϕ
dt
≃ f0 þ f0
v⃗ðtÞ · nˆ
c
þ _ft: ð6Þ
The second term in the right-hand side of this equation
describes the frequency modulation due to the Doppler
effect produced by Earth’s rotation and translation around
the SSB. This term, together with the spin-down/up of the
source, must be properly taken into account when carrying
out the search.
Equations (4) through (6) assume that the neutron star is
isolated. In case it is part of a binary system, the frequency
evolution is complicated by the binary system orbital
motion, which introduces an additional frequency modula-
tion. Such modulation, on a signal of frequency f and
neglecting the binary system ellipticity, is given by (see [49])
Δforb ≃
2π
P
apf; ð7Þ
where P is the binary orbital period and ap is the projected
orbital semimajor axis (in light-seconds). By imposing that
the orbital frequency modulation is contained into a fre-
quency bin δf ¼ 1=TFFT , where TFFT is the duration of the
data chunks which are incoherently combined in the analysis
(see Sec. IV), we find that two of the search pipelines
(FrequencyHough and SkyHough) used in this paper would
be fully sensitive to a CW signal from a NS in a binary
system if
ap ≪ 0.076

P
1 day

f
100 Hz

−1

TFFT
1800 s

−1
s: ð8Þ
For larger orbital frequency modulations the pipelines would
start to lose signal-to-noise ratio but a detailed study of this
issue is outside the scope of the paper. Out of 259 pulsars in
binary systems from the australia telescope national facility
catalogue, only six of them have such characteristics,
although many undiscovered neutron stars in binary systems
could also be part of systems with these properties.
IV. DESCRIPTION OF THE SEARCH METHODS
In this section we introduce and summarize the three
different pipelines which have been used in this work.
A. FrequencyHough
The FrequencyHough pipeline consists of an initial
multistep phase, in which interesting points (i.e., candidates)
are selected in the signal parameter space, and of a subsequent
follow-up stage to confirm or reject the candidates. A com-
plete description of the method and of the fundamental
implementation features are given in [41,50]. Upper limits
are computedwith a frequentist approach, by injecting a large
number of simulated signals into the data. The pipeline
has been previously used in all-sky searches of Virgo
VSR2, VSR4 [36] and LIGO O1 Science Runs data [38].
1. Initial analysis steps
The starting point of the analysis is calibrated detector
data, used to create “short duration” fast Fourier transforms
(FFTs) with coherence time depending on the frequency
band being considered, according to Table I. Short time-
domain disturbances are removed from the data before
constructing the FFTs [51]. Next, a time-frequency map,
called peakmap, is built by identifying local maxima (called
peaks) above a dimensionless threshold θthr ¼ 1.58 on the
TABLE I. Properties of the FFTs used in the FrequencyHough
pipeline. The time duration TFFT refers to the length in seconds of
the data chunks on which the FFT is computed. The frequency
bin width is the inverse of the time duration, while the spin-down/
up bin width is computed as δ _f ¼ δf=Tobs, where Tobs is the total
run duration. In the analysis described in this paper only the
first three bands have been considered, the last one will be
analyzed in a future work. The spin-down/up range covered by
the analysis is (þ2 × 10−9 Hz=s, −10−8 Hz=s) up to 512 Hz and
(þ2 × 10−9 Hz=s, −2 × 10−9 Hz=s) from 512 Hz up to 1024 Hz.
Band [Hz] TFFT [s] δf [Hz] δ _f [Hz/s]
10–128 8192 1.22 × 10−4 5.26 × 10−12
128–512 4096 2.44 × 10−4 1.05 × 10−11
512–1024 2048 4.88 × 10−4 2.10 × 10−11
1024–2048 1024 9.76 × 10−4 4.20 × 10−11
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square root of the equalized power1 of the data [51]. The
peakmap is cleaned using a line persistency veto [41],
based on the projection of the peakmap onto the frequency
axis and on the removal of the frequency bins in which the
projection is higher than a given threshold.
After defining a grid in the sky, with bin size depending
on the frequency and sky location as detailed in [41], the
time-frequency peaks are properly shifted, for each sky
position, to compensate the Doppler effect due to the
detector motion, see Eq. (6). They are then processed by
the FrequencyHough algorithm [41,50], which transforms
each peak to the frequency and spin-down/up plane of the
source. The frequency and spin-down/up bins (which we
will refer to as coarse bins in the following) depend on the
frequency band, as indicated in Table I, and are defined,
respectively, as δf ¼ 1TFFT and δ _f ¼ δf=Tobs, where Tobs ¼
268.37 days is the total run duration. In practice, as the
transformation from the peakmap to the Hough plane is not
computationally bounded by the width of the frequency
bin, we have increased the nominal frequency resolution by
a factor of 10 [41]. The algorithm, moreover, properly
weights any noise nonstationarity and the time-varying
detector response [52].
The FrequencyHough transform is computationally
very demanding, so the analysis is split into tens of
thousands of independent jobs, each of which computes a
FrequencyHough transform covering a small portion of the
parameter space. The output of a FrequencyHough trans-
form is a 2D histogram in the frequency/spin-down plane
of the source. Candidates for each sky location are selec-
ted by dividing each 1-Hz band of the corresponding
FrequencyHough histogram into 20 intervals and taking,
for each interval, the one or (in most cases) two candi-
dates with the highest histogram number count. This allows
us to avoid blinding by large disturbances in the data, as
described in [41]. All the steps described so far are applied
separately to the data of each detector involved in the
analysis.
Following the same procedure used in [38], candidates
from each detector are clustered and then coincident
candidates among the clusters of the two detectors are
found using a distance metric built in the four-dimensional
parameter space of position ðλ; βÞ (in ecliptic coordinates),
frequency f and spin-down/up _f, defined as
dFH ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δf
δf

2
þ

Δ _f
δ _f
2
þ

Δλ
δλ

2
þ

Δβ
δβ

2
s
; ð9Þ
where Δf, Δ _f, Δλ, and Δβ are the differences, for each
parameter, among pairs of candidates of the two detectors,
and δf, δ _f, δλ, and δβ are the corresponding bin widths.
Pairs of candidates with distance dFH < 3 are considered
coincident. This value was chosen based on a study with
software simulated signals and allows, on one hand, to
reduce the false alarm probability and, on the other, to be
sufficiently robust with respect to the fact that a signal can
be found with slightly different parameters in the two
detectors. Coincident candidates are subject to a ranking
procedure, based on the value of a statistic built using the
distance and the FrequencyHough histogram weighted
number count of the coincident candidates, as described
in [41]. In this analysis, after the ranking the eight
candidates in each 0.1-Hz band with the highest values
of the statistic have been selected.
2. Candidate follow-up
Candidates passing the ranking selection are followed up
in order to confirm them as potential CW signals or to
discard them, if due to noise fluctuations or detector
disturbances. The follow-up consists of several steps, as
described in [36]. An important implementation novelty we
have introduced in the O2 analysis is the use of the Band
Sampled Data framework (BSD) [53], which allows a
flexible and computationally efficient management of the
data. For each of the N candidates selected by the ranking
procedure, a fully coherent search is done using down-
sampled data from both detectors, covering a band of the
order of 0.2 Hz around the candidate frequency. The
coherent search is done by applying a Doppler and spin-
down/up correction based on the parameters of the candi-
date. Although the coherent search corrects exactly for the
Doppler and spin-down/up effect at a particular point in the
parameter space, corresponding to the candidate, the cor-
rection is extended by linear interpolation to the neighbors of
the candidate itself. In practice, this means that from the
corrected and down-sampled time series, a new set of FFTs
TABLE II. Properties of the FFTs used in the FrequencyHough
follow-up step. The second column is the increased FFT duration,
the third is the enhancement factor E, with respect to the original
duration. The fourth and fifth columns show, respectively, the
new frequency and spin-down/up bins, while the sixth is the
estimated sensitivity gain G. The new durations have been chosen
in such a way to avoid the effect of the sidereal modulation, which
produces a spread of the signal power in frequency sidebands
[54]. Actually, for the third band we have used a shorter duration
due to computer memory constraints. The last band, from 1024 to
2048 Hz, has not been considered in this work.
Band [Hz] FFT duration [s] E δf [Hz] δ _f [Hz/s] G
10–128 24600 3 4.07 × 10−5 1.75 × 10−2 1.39
128–512 24576 6 4.07 × 10−5 1.75 × 10−12 1.65
512–1024 8192 4 1.22 × 10−4 5.26 × 10−12 1.49
1Defined as the ratio of the squared modulus of the FFT of the
data and an autoregressive estimation of the power spectrum, see
[51] for more details.
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is built, with a longer duration (by a varying factor E,
depending on the frequency band, see Table II), as well as
the corresponding peakmap. Peaks are selected using
a threshold θthr ¼ 1.87, bigger than the initial one (see
Sec. IVA). As explained in [36] this is a conservative choice
which provides a sensitivity gain and, at the same time,
reduces the computational cost of the follow-up. As a result
of the FFT length increase and of the new threshold for the
selection of the peaks, by using Eq. (67) of [41], which is
valid under the assumption of Gaussian noise, we estimate a
sensitivity gain G for the detectable h0 in the follow-up,
shown in the last column of Table II. A small area, centered
around the candidate position, is considered for the follow-
up. It covers3 coarse bins, which amounts to seven bins in
each dimension, and thus 49 coarse sky positions for each
candidate. A refined sky grid is built over this area, with an
actual number of points which depends on the frequency
band and is, on the average, given by 49E2. For each sky
position in this refined grid, we evaluate the residual Doppler
modulation (with respect to the center of the grid), which is
corrected in the peakmap by properly shifting each peak.
The FrequencyHough of the resulting ensemble of corrected
peakmaps is computed over a frequency and spin-down/up
ranges covering3 coarse bins around the candidate values.
As before, an over-resolution factor of 10 is used for the
frequency. The absolute maximum identified over all the
Hough maps provides the refined parameters of the candi-
date we are considering. Next, to each pair of candidates
from the two detectors we apply a series of vetoes, as
detailed in the following.
First, we remove the candidates whose median value of
the frequency (computed over the full observing time), after
the removal of the Doppler and spin-down/up correction,
overlaps a known noise line frequency band (i.e., a line due
to a detector disturbance, whose instrumental origin has
been understood). Second, for each detector a new peak-
map is computed using the data coherently corrected with
the refined parameters of the candidate and then projected
on the frequency axis. We take the maximum Ap of this
projection in a range of 2 coarse bins around the
candidate frequency. We divide the rest of the 0.2 Hz band
(which we consider the “off-source” region) into ∼250
intervals of the same width, take the maximum of the
peakmap projection in each of these intervals and sort in
decreasing order all these maxima. We tag the candidate as
“interesting” and keep it if it ranks first or second in this list
for both detectors. Surviving candidates are then subject to
a consistency test based on their critical ratio, defined as
CR ¼ ðAp − μpÞ=σp, where μp and σp are the mean and
standard deviation of the peakmap projection on the off-
source region. Pairs of coincident candidates are removed if
their CRs, properly weighted by the detector noise level at
the candidate frequency, differ by more than a factor of 5.
Further details on O2 outlier selection and properties are
given in Sec. VA.
3. Upper limit computation
Upper limits are computed in each 1-Hz band between
20 and 1000 Hz by injecting software simulated signals,
with the same procedure used in [36]. For each 1 Hz band
20 sets of 100 signals each are generated, with fixed
amplitude within each set and random parameters (sky
location, frequency, spin-down/up, and polarization param-
eters). These are generated in time domain and then added
to the data of both detectors in the frequency domain. For
each injected signal in a set of 100, an analysis is done
using the FrequencyHough pipeline over a frequency band
of 0.1 Hz around the injection frequency, the full spin-
down/up range used in the real analysis, and nine sky points
around the injection position [36]. Candidates are selected
as in the real analysis, except that no clustering is applied,
as it would have been affected by the presence of too many
signals. We note, however, that clustering is used in the
analysis only to reduce the computational cost and does not
affect the subsequent steps. After coincidences and ranking,
candidates also coincident with the injected signal param-
eters, within the follow-up volume discussed in Sec. IVA 2,
are selected. Those having a critical ratio larger than the
largest critical ratio found in the real analysis in the same
1 Hz are counted as detections. For each 1 Hz band, we
build the detection efficiency curve, defined as the fraction
of detected signals as a function of their amplitude. The
upper limit is given by the signal amplitude such that the
detection efficiency is 95%. In practice, a fit is used in order
to interpolate the detection efficiency curve, as described
in [38].
B. SkyHough
The SkyHough method has been used in other searches
using data from the Initial LIGO S2, S4 and S5 and
Advanced LIGO O1 observing runs [27,28,32,38,40]. Its
main description is given in [42]. Here we summarize its
main characteristics and the new features that have been
implemented in this search. The code for the main part of
the search is called lalapps_DriveHoughMulti and is part of
the publicly available LALSuite package [55].
1. Initial analysis steps
This pipeline uses short Fourier transforms (SFTs) of the
time domain hðtÞ as its input data, with a coherent duration
of each chunk varying as a function of the searched
frequency (as shown in Table III). It creates peak-grams,
which are spectrograms with the normalized power sub-
stituted by 1s (if the power is above a certain threshold
ρt ¼ 1.6) and 0s, where the normalized power in a
frequency bin is defined as
ρk ¼
jx˜2kj
hnki2
; ð10Þ
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where hnki2 is estimated with a running median of 101
frequency bins.
We use the Hough transform to track the time-frequency
evolution of the signal including the Doppler modulation
of the signal at the detector. In the first stage the pipeline
employs a look-up Table (LUT) approach, taking into
account that at a given time the same Doppler modulation is
produced by an annulus of sky positions (given by Δθ),
which correspond to the width of a frequency bin Δf:
cosΔθ ¼ c
vðtÞ
fðtÞ − fˆðtÞ
fˆðtÞ ¼
c
vðtÞ
Δf
fˆðtÞ ; ð11Þ
where fðtÞ is the observed frequency at the detector and
fˆ ¼ f0 þ f1t is the searched frequency. The algorithm
tracks the sky positions which produce observed frequen-
cies with powers above the threshold. It then stacks these
sky positions by following the evolution of the source
frequency given by the spin-down/up term at different time
stamps and produces a final histogram. The LUT approach
reuses the same Doppler modulation pattern for different
search frequencies (more details in [42]), which produces
computational savings in exchange for not following the
exact frequency-time pattern.
For each template (described by f0, _f; α; δ) being
searched, a detection statistic called number count signifi-
cance is calculated:
sn ¼
n − hni
σn
; ð12Þ
where hni and σn are the expected mean and standard
deviation of the Hough number count n when only noise is
present. The number count n is the weighted sum of 1s and
0s, where the weights (which are proportional to the
antenna pattern functions and inversely proportional to
the power spectral density) were derived in [56].
The parameter space is separated in 0.1 Hz frequency
bands and in small sky-patches. A toplist is calculated for
each of these regions, which has the top templates ordered
by the number count significance. For the top templates, a
second step is performed where instead of using the look-
up Table approach the exact frequency path is tracked. At
this second step the power significance is also calculated,
which is defined as
sP ¼
P − hPi
σP
; ð13Þ
where instead of summing weighted 1s and 0s the weighted
normalized powers given by Eq. (10) are summed. This
detection statistic improves the sensitivity of SkyHough
with a very small increase of computational cost. The best
5000 templates per sky-patch and 0.1 Hz band are passed
to the second step, and only the best 1000 candidates per
sky-patch and 0.1 Hz band are used for the postprocessing.
Furthermore, at the second step more SFTs are used than in
the first step. This is achieved by sliding the initial times of
each SFT that was used at the first step, obtaining more
SFTs (approximately twice the previous amount), all of
them of Tc contiguous seconds.
The grid resolution was obtained in [42] and it is
given by
δf ¼ 1
Tc
ð14Þ
δ _f ¼ 1
TcTobs
ð15Þ
δθ ¼ c
vTcfPF
; ð16Þ
where PF is a parameter which controls the sky resolution
grid. In this search we have set PF ¼ 2 for all frequencies.
2. Postprocessing
The postprocessing consists of several steps:
(1) The output of the main SkyHough search is one
toplist for each dataset (there are two datasets, each
one with data from two detectors, detailed in
Table V) and each region in parameter space. We
search for coincidental pairs between these toplists,
by calculating the distance in parameter space and
selecting the pairs which are closer than a certain
threshold called dco. For the coincidental pairs
the centers (average locations in parameter space
weighted by significance) are calculated. The param-
eter space distance is calculated as
dSH ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Δf
δf

2
þ

Δ _f
δ _f
2
þ

Δx
δx

2
þ

Δy
δy

2
s
;
ð17Þ
where the numbers in the numerators represent the
difference between to templates and the numbers in
the denominators represent the parameter resolution
(this distance is unitless and is given as a number of
bins). The parameters x and y are the Cartesian
ecliptic coordinates projected in the ecliptic plane.
(2) Search for clusters in the obtained list of centers.
This will group different outliers which can be
ascribed to a unique physical cause, and will reduce
TABLE III. Coherent times and number of SFTs for each
frequency range searched by the SkyHough pipeline. The last
column shows the number of SFTs per dataset, and the numbers
in parentheses the SFTs used at the second step of the search.
Frequency [Hz] Tc [s] NSFT
[50, 300) 3600 2544 (4755)
[300, 550) 2700 3460 (6568)
[550, 1300) 1800 5283 (10195)
[1300, 1500) 900 10801 (21200)
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the size of the final toplist. Again, we set a threshold
in parameter space distance (called dcl) and we find
candidates which are closer than this distance.
(3) Finally, we calculate the centers of the clusters. This
is done as a weighted (by significance) average,
taking into account all the members of the cluster.
We order the obtained clusters in each 0.1 Hz by
their sum of the power significance of all the
members of a cluster, and we select the highest
ranked cluster per 0.1 Hz band, if any. This produces
the final list of clusters with their parameters (f0,
_f; α; δ) which will be the outliers to be followed up.
3. Follow-up
We describe a follow-up method based on the F -statistic
(described in more detail in Sec. IV C) and the GCT
metric method [57]. This method uses the lalapps_
HierarchSearchGCT code, part of the publicly available
LALSuite [55], and it is similar in spirit to the multistep
follow-up methods described in [58] or [59].
The goal is to compare the F -statistic values obtained
from software injected signals to the F -statistic values
obtained from the outliers. We want to compare the F -
statistic obtained at different stages which scale the coherent
time. It is expected that for an astrophysical signal the F -
statistic value should increase if the coherent time increases.
The resolution in parameter space is given by [57]
δf ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
12m
p
πTc
ð18Þ
δ _f ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
720m
p
πT2cγ
ð19Þ
δθ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃmskyp
πfτe
; ð20Þ
where m and msky are mismatch parameters, γ is a
parameter which gives the refinement between the coherent
and semicoherent stages and τe ¼ 0.021 s represents the
light time travel from the detector to the center of the Earth.
We now enumerate the different steps of the procedure:
(1) Calculate the semicoherent F -statistic of outliers
with Tc ¼ 7200 s in a cluster box.
(2) Add injections to the original data using a sensitivity
depth (
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sn
p
=h0) value which returns F -statistic
values similar to the values obtained with the outliers
in order to compare similar signals. We inject signals
in eight different frequency bands with 200 injec-
tions per band, with a sensitivity depth of 42 Hz−1=2.
Then, search in a small region (around ten bins in
each dimension) around the true parameters of the
injections with Tc ¼ 7200 s. Finally, analyze the
distances in parameter space from the top candidates
to the injections.
(3) Repeat the previous step increasing the coherent
time to Tc ¼ 72000 s.
(4) Calculate F 72000 s=F 7200 s for each of the 1600
injections using the top candidates. The threshold
will be the minimum value.
(5) Calculate the F -statistic values of outliers with Tc ¼
72000 s around the top candidate from the first
stage. The size of the window to be searched is
estimated from the distances found in step 2.
(6) Calculate F 72000 s=F 7200 s using the top candidate
for all outliers. Outliers with values higher than the
threshold obtained in step 4 go to the next com-
parison, and the process is repeated from step 2
increasing the coherent time.
Table IV summarizes the parameters that we have chosen
at each different stage. As wewill see in the Results section,
only two comparisons between three different stages were
needed.
C. Time-domain F -statistic
The Time-domain F -statistic search method uses the
algorithms described in [33,43,60,61] and has been applied
to an all-sky search of VSR1 data [33] and an all-sky search
of the LIGO O1 data [38,40]. The main tool is the F -
statistic [43] by which one can search coherently the data
over a reduced parameter space consisting of signal
frequency, its derivatives, and the sky position of the
source. The F -statistic eliminates the need for a grid
search over remaining parameters [see Eqs. (1) and (4)],
in particular, the inclination angle ι and polarization ψ .
Once a signal is identified the estimates of those four
parameters are obtained from analytic formulas.
However, a coherent search over the whole LIGO O2
dataset is computationally prohibitive and we need to apply
a semicoherent method, which consists of dividing the data
into shorter time domain segments. The short time domain
data are analyzed coherently with the F -statistic. Then the
output from the coherent search from time domain seg-
ments is analyzed by a different, computationally manage-
able method. Moreover, to reduce the computer memory
required to do the search, the data are divided into narrow-
band segments that are analyzed separately. Thus our
search method consists primarily of two parts. The first
part is the coherent search of narrow-band, time-domain
segments. The second part is the search for coincidences
among the candidates obtained from the coherent search.
TABLE IV. Coherent times and mismatch parameters at each
different stage of the SkyHough follow-up.
Stage index Tc [s] m msky
I 7200 0.1 0.01
II 72 000 0.1 0.003
III 720 000 0.1 0.0005
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The pipeline is described in Sec. IV of [38] (see also
Fig. 13 of [38] for the flow chart of the pipeline). The same
pipeline is used for the search of LIGO O2 data presented
here except that a number of parameters of the search are
different. The choice of parameters was motivated by
the requirement to make the search computationally
manageable.
As in our O1 searches, the data are divided into over-
lapping frequency subbands of 0.25 Hz. We analyze
three frequency bands: [20–100], [100–434], and [1518–
1922] Hz. As a result, the three bands have 332, 1379, and
1669 frequency subbands respectively.
The time series is divided into segments, called frames,
of 24 sidereal days long each, six days long, and two days
long respectively for the three bands. Consequently in each
band we have 11, 44, and 134 time frames, respectively.
The O2 data has a number of nonscience data segments.
The values of these bad data are set to zero. For this
analysis, we choose only segments that have a fraction of
bad data less than 1=2 both in H1 and L1 data. This
requirement results in eight 24-day-long, twenty-six six-
day-long, seventy-nine two-day-long data segments for
each band respectively. These segments are analyzed
coherently using the F -statistic defined by Eq. (9) of
[33]. We set a fixed threshold for theF -statistic ofF 0 ¼ 16
and record the parameters of all threshold crossings,
together with the corresponding values of the signal-to-
noise ratio ρ,
ρ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðF − 2Þ
p
: ð21Þ
Parameters of the threshold crossing constitute a candi-
date signal. At this first stage we also veto candidate signals
overlapping with the instrumental lines identified by
independent analysis of the detector data.
For the search we use a four-dimensional grid of
templates (parametrized by frequency, spin-down/up, and
two more parameters related to the position of the source in
the sky) constructed in Sec. IV of [61]. For the low
frequency band [20–434] Hz we choose the grid’s minimal
match MM ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ3p =2 whereas for the high frequency band
[1518–1922] Hz we choose a looser grid with MM ¼ 1=2.
In the second stage of the analysis we search for
coincidences among the candidates obtained in the coher-
ent part of the analysis. We use exactly the same coinci-
dence search algorithm as in the analysis of VSR1 data and
described in detail in Sec. VIII of [33]. We search for
coincidences in each of the subbands analyzed. To estimate
the significance of a given coincidence, we use the formula
for the false alarm probability derived in the Appendix of
[33]. Sufficiently significant coincidences are called out-
liers and subjected to further investigation.
The sensitivity of the search is estimated by the same
procedure as in O1 data analysis ([38], Sec. IV). The
sensitivity is taken to be the amplitude h0 of the
gravitational wave signal that can be confidently detected.
We perform the following Monte Carlo simulations. For a
given amplitude h0, we randomly select the other seven
parameters of the signal: f; _f; α; δ;ϕ0; ι and ψ . We choose
frequency and spin-down/up parameters uniformly over
their range, and source positions uniformly over the sky.
We choose angles ϕ0 and ψ uniformly over the interval
½0; 2π and cos ι uniformly over the interval ½−1; 1. We add
the signal with selected parameters to the O1 data. Then the
data are processed through our pipeline. First, we perform a
coherent F -statistic search of each of the data segments
where the signal was added. Then the coincidence analysis
of the candidates is performed. The signal is considered to
be detected, if it is coincident in more than five of the eight
time frames analyzed, 14 out of 26, and 40 out of 79 for the
three bands respectively. We repeat the simulations
100 times. The ratio of numbers of cases in which the
signal is detected to the 100 simulations performed for a
given h0 determines the frequentist sensitivity upper limits.
We determine the sensitivity of the search in each 0.25 Hz
frequency subband separately. The 95% confidence upper
limits for the whole range of frequencies are given in
Fig. 12; they follow very well the noise curves of the O2
data that were analyzed. The sensitivity of search decreases
with decreasing coherence time we use for the three bands
of our F -statistic search. Additionally it decreases in our
high-frequency band because of the looser grid used than in
low frequency bands.
V. RESULTS
In this section we detail the results obtained. The region
in frequency and first frequency derivative searched by
each of the three different pipelines is shown in Fig. 2.
Although no detections have been made, we give details
on the different procedures and outliers which were found,
and we also present 95% confidence level (C.L.) upper
limits on the strain h0 given by Eq. (2), shown in Fig. 3.
FIG. 2. Regions in frequency and first frequency derivative
covered by each pipeline.
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The best upper limit is ≃1.7 × 10−25 at around 120 Hz.
These results are significantly better (of a factor of about
1.4) than those obtained on O1 data with the same pipelines
[38,40], thanks to improvements in the pipelines them-
selves, to the better sensitivity of the detectors and to the
longer duration of the observing run. These upper limits do
not take into account the calibration uncertainty on ampli-
tude, which over the run was no larger than 5% and 10% for
H1 and L1 respectively [48].
Our O2 results are comparable with the upper limits
obtained in O1 by the Einstein@Home project [39] over the
range 20–100 Hz. Note, however, that the Einstein@Home
search covered a spin-down/up range smaller by almost 1
order of magnitude. Moreover, while the Einstein@Home
search is, in principle, more sensitive due to the use of much
longerdata segments (compared to theFrequencyHough and
SkyHough pipelines), with 210 hr duration, it is also less
robust in case of deviations from the assumed signal model
described in Sec. III. At frequencies higher than 100 Hz, the
previous best upper limits were obtained in [62] using
O1 data. Our results improve on those upper limits by
approximately 17%.
The 95% C.L. upper limits on h0 can be converted to
upper limits on ellipticity ϵ by using Eq. (2) with a
canonical value for the moment of inertia of 1038 kgm2
and by using different distances:
ϵ ¼ c
4
4π2G
h0d
Izzf2
: ð22Þ
These results are shown in the left panel of Fig. 4. This has
been obtained by using the best h0 upper limits between the
three pipelines: from 20 to 1000 Hz, the FrequencyHough
results have been used; from 1000 to 1500 Hz, the results
from SkyHough have been used; from 1518 to 1922 Hz the
results from Time-domain F -statistic have been used. For
sources at 1 kpc emitting CWs at 500 Hz, we can constrain
the ellipticity at ≃10−6, while for sources at 10 kpc emitting
at the same frequency we can constrain the ellipticity
at 10−5.
A complementary way of interpreting the limits on
ellipticity is shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. The various
set of points give the relation between the absolute value of
the signal frequency time derivative (spin-down) and the
signal frequency for sources detectable at various distances,
assuming their spin-down is only due to the emission of
gravitational waves. They have been computed by means of
the following relation obtained inverting the equation for
the so-called spin-down limit amplitude hsd0 , which is a
function of the source distance d, frequency f and spin-
down _f, see e.g., Eq. (A7) in [63]:
j _fj ¼ 1.54 × 10−10

Izz
1038 kgm2

−1

hsd0
10−24

×

f
100 Hz

d
1 kpc

2
½Hz=s; ð23Þ
where we have replaced the spin-down limit amplitude with
the 95% upper limits shown in Fig. 3. The dashed lines are
constant ellipticity curves obtained from Eq. (A9) of [63]:
j _fj ¼ 1.72 × 10−14

Izz
1038 kgm2

f
100 Hz

1=2
×

ε
10−6

2
½Hz=s: ð24Þ
FIG. 3. Upper limits on the strain amplitude h95%0 for the three pipelines.
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For a signal to be detectable, its spin-down/up would need
to be equal or above the given traces (notice that, as shown
in Fig. 2, the maximum absolute spin-down searched is
10−8 Hz=s, which marks a limit to the signals we are
sensitive to). For example, a source emitting a signal with
frequency higher than about 500 Hz and ellipticity equal or
greater than 10−6 would be detectable up to a distance of
about 1 kpc if its spin-down is, in modulus, larger
than ≈10−10 Hz=s.
The three searches carried out by the different pipelines
have different computational costs: FrequencyHough
spent 9 MSU; SkyHough spent 2.5 MSU; Time-domain
F -statistic spent 24.2 MSU, where 1 MSU hour corre-
sponds to 1 million Intel E5-2670 core-hour to perform a
SPECfp computation. We remind the reader that each of
these pipelines covered different search bands.
A. FrequencyHough
In this section we report the main results of the O2
all-sky search using the FrequencyHough pipeline. The
spin-down range covered by the analysis is (þ2×
10−9 Hz=s, −10−8 Hz=s) up to 512 Hz and (þ2×
10−9 Hz=s, −2 × 10−9 Hz=s) from 512 Hz up to 1024 Hz.
The number of initial candidates produced by the
FrequencyHough transform stage was about 5 × 109 (of
which about 7 × 107 belong to the band 20–128 Hz, about
1.1 × 109 to the band 128–512 Hz and about 3.8 × 109 to
the band 512–1024 Hz, for both Hanford and Livingston
detectors. As the total number of coincident candidates
remained too large, 1.09 × 108, we reduced it with the
ranking procedure described in Sec. IVA. The total number
of candidates selected after the ranking was 59025. Each of
these candidates was subject to a multistage follow-up
procedure, described in Sec. IVA 2. The total number of
candidates passing the follow-up and all the veto steps was
154, after removing the candidates due to the hardware
injections. Among these, only 27 were found in coinci-
dence between the two detectors [within a distance dFH < 3
as defined in (9)]. From these surviving candidates we
selected the outliers less consistent with noise fluctuations.
In particular, we choose those for which the final peakmap
projections have an average (over the two detectors) critical
ratio (see Sec. IVA 2) CR > 7.42. This is the threshold
corresponding, under the assumption of Gaussian noise, to
a false alarm probability of 1% after having taken into
account the look-elsewhere effect (on the follow-up stage)
[38]. We found only one candidate an average CR above
the threshold. It was at a frequency of about 440.4 Hz, and
occurred due to a high CR value in the LIGO Hanford
detector. For this candidate, we have looked at the starting
peakmaps, without Doppler correction, around its fre-
quency, which clearly show the presence of a transient
line of duration ≈2 days at the candidate frequency in
Hanford data, see Fig. 5. We have then discarded this
candidate as a possible CW signal. The remaining 26
subthreshold candidates, which will be further analyzed in
a forthcoming work, are listed in VI. The analysis was run
on distributed computational resources accessed through
the EGI grid middleware [64].
As we did not find any significant candidate, we have
computed upper limits. They have been evaluated in 1-Hz
bands, as described in IVA 3, and are shown in Fig. 3. The
total amount of frequency bands vetoed by the persistency
veto is negligible, as it amounts to less than 0.55% and
0.45% respectively for LIGO Hanford and Livingston.
There are a few 1 Hz bands where we have not evaluated
the upper limit, due to the fact that we do not have
FIG. 4. The left panel shows the detectable ellipticity given by Eq. (22) as a function of frequency for neutron stars at 10 pc, 100 pc,
1 kpc and 10 kpc for a canonical moment of inertia Izz ¼ 1038 kgm2. The right panel shows the relation between the absolute value of
the first frequency derivative and the frequency of detectable sources as a function of the distance, assuming their spin-down is due
solely to the emission of gravitational waves. The different colors correspond to the same distances of the left panel. Black dashed lines
are lines of constant source ellipticity, from ε ¼ 10−9 (bottom dashed line) to ε ¼ 10−6.
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candidates or, due to disturbances, we have not been able to
recover the 95% of the injections, or more, at any
amplitude. These bands are those with the following initial
frequencies: f22; 23; 24; 26; 35; 36; 37; 39; 42; 51; 56; 65;
71; 73; 79; 120; 763; 995; 996; 998g Hz. Comparing upper
limits with O1 results [38], see Fig. 6, we notice an
improvement of ∼30%–40% at frequencies between
∼150 and 500 Hz, while the gain is significantly bigger,
up to a factor of ∼2, at lower frequencies. This is the first
time we have extended the FrequencyHough analysis
above ∼500 Hz. The statistical uncertainty on the upper
limit is lower than about 5%, because of the amplitude step
used for the injections, which amounts to 2 × 10−26.
As a test of the capabilities of the pipeline to recover
signals, we report in Appendix A 1 the parameters of the
recovered hardware injections, together with the error with
respect to the injected signals. We note that we were able to
recover, with very good accuracy, the parameters of all 12
hardware injections with frequency in the analyzed band.
B. SkyHough
SkyHough has analyzed frequencies from 50 to 1500 Hz
and spin-down/up values from −10−8 to 10−9 Hz=s as
shown in Fig. 2. The four different coherent times that have
been used are shown in Table III. This analysis uses the C02
cleaned dataset [48], and splits the data from H1 and L1 in
two datasets, divided by time as shown in Table V, where
the start and stop times for each dataset are indicated. The
main search generates a toplist per dataset per 0.1 Hz
band of 10000 candidates with a maximum of 1000 per
sky-patch. The number of sky-patches depends on the
frequency: tominimize the computational cost of the search,
we try to minimize the number of sky-patches for a limited
amount of random accessmemory. From 50 to 850Hz, there
are 28 sky-patches; from 850 to 1000 Hz, 31 sky-patches;
from 1000 to 1150 Hz, 38 sky-patches; from 1150 to
1250 Hz, 45 sky-patches; from 1300 to 1500 Hz, 28 sky-
patches. After applying the postprocessing stage previously
described (with distance thresholds of dco ¼ 3 and
dcl ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
14
p
), we are left with 4548 0.1 Hz bands (from a
total of 14500) having coincidental pairs.
FIG. 6. Comparison of O1 and O2 95% upper limits on the
strain amplitude for the FrequencyHough pipeline. The O2
search covered the range between 20 and 1000 Hz, while the
O1 search arrived up to 475 Hz. They have been obtained adding
simulated signals to the real data, covering the same parameter
space as in the actual search.
FIG. 5. FrequencyHough peakmaps, without Doppler correction, around the outlier at ∼440.4 Hz, for Hanford (left) and Livingston
(right) data. The presence of a transient line is clearly visible in Hanford. The x-axis indicates time in modified Julian date (MJD).
TABLE V. Start/stop times in GPS units of each dataset used by
the SkyHough pipeline. The observation time parameter used for
the spin-down resolution given by Eq. (16) is Tobs ¼ 7915032 s,
the maximum span of these datasets.
Dataset 1 H1 1167545839=1174691692
L1 1167546403=1174688389
Dataset 2 H1 1180982628=1187731792
L1 1179816663=1187731695
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We apply the population veto, used in many past
searches, which demands that each dataset contributes to
each cluster with at least two different templates. After
applying this veto, only 1539 outliers remain.
The next step is to apply the F -statistic follow-up
method described in Sec. IV B 3 to these 1539 outliers.
The thresholds obtained are 1.47 and 3.66 for the first and
second comparison respectively, as shown in Fig. 7. Only 17
outliers are above the threshold at 3.66, as shown in Fig. 8.
All of the outliers which are above the final threshold cor-
respond to one of the hardware injections listed in Table VII
or to one known source of instrumental noise, listed in [46].
The 17 surviving outliers and their parameters are listed in
Table VIII, with comments about their likely origin.
We recover six of the nine hardware injections that are in
the SkyHough searched parameter space. We lose the other
three mainly for two reasons: there were brief periods when
the hardware injections were not active, which causes the
increase of the F -statistic to not be as high as it should be
(this happens to two of the three lost hardware injections,
which are present in our initial list of 1539 outliers); we
only select one cluster per 0.1 Hz band, and if in that band
there is a more significant cluster due to a noise disturbance
the signal cluster will not be followed (this happens to one
of the three lost hardware injections, which forms a cluster
but a more significant noise disturbance is present in that
0.1 Hz band).
FIG. 7. Results from software injections for the first (left panel) and second (right panel) comparisons between the first and last two
stages of Table IVof the SkyHough follow-up. The vertical axis shows the quotient between the top candidates at the two stages, and the
horizontal axis shows the values of the top candidates at the stage with lowest Tc. The lowest points, equal to 1.47 and 3.66 respectively,
set the thresholds for the follow-up veto. Each color represents a different frequency band.
FIG. 8. Results of the second follow-up comparison (using
stages II and III) for the SkyHough outliers. Only 17 outliers are
above the threshold. The horizontal line marks the threshold at
3.66, which was obtained in Sec. IV B 3.
TABLE VI. The second column shows the frequency bands used to estimate the SkyHough upper limits on gravitational-wave signal
amplitude h0. The third column shows the injected sensitivity depth values given by Eq. (25), and the last column shows the sensitivity
depth at 95% confidence for each group.
Tc [s] Frequency [Hz] Injected D [1=Hz−1=2]
D95%
[1=Hz−1=2]
3600 110.3, 136.1, 148.3, 165.6, 182.6, 206.1, 225.6, 241.5, 261.3, 286.7 27.5, 28.5, 29.5, 30.5, 31.5 32.4
2700 311.6, 325.4, 342.5, 363.3, 394.0, 412.4, 432.8, 441.2, 523.4, 547.8 26.5, 27.5, 28.5, 29.5, 30.5 29.2
1800 594.6, 661.1, 741.4, 805.0, 866.2, 933.1, 977.6, 1064.7, 1141.5, 1250.7 23.0, 24.0, 25.0, 26.0, 27.0 25.2
900 1313.4, 1331.7, 1358.4, 1370.3, 1388.8, 1402.4, 1423.1, 1430.3, 1443.4, 1464.6 22.0, 23.0 24.0, 25.0, 26.0 22.3
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Although no detections were made, we produce all-sky
averaged upper limits on the strain of the signal h0 (these
upper limits are valid for all the frequency bands except
the ones which have one of the 1539 outliers). We add
software simulated signals to the original data by using
lalapps_Makefakedata_v5. We have injected signals at ten
different 0.1 Hz bands for each of the four coherent times (a
total of 40 bands), which can be seen in Table VI. These are
bands which do not have outliers or instrumental known
sources of lines or combs.
We have used five different sensitivity depths at each
coherent time, with 400 signals per sensitivity depth. The
sensitivity depth is given by
D ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sn
p
h0
; ð25Þ
where Sn is the one-sided power spectral density. We inject
signals at random positions in the sky, covering the full
spin-down/up range and with random polarization, incli-
nation and initial phase. For each band and depth, we
calculate the efficiency (number of detected signals divided
by total number of signals). We follow the same procedure
as in the all-sky search: we run the main search and then
apply coincidences, clustering and the population veto. We
assume that a signal is detected if the total distance from the
recovered cluster to the actual injection is less than 13 bins.
At each of the 40 frequency bands, we fit a sigmoid
given by
s ¼ 1 − 1
1þ ebðx−aÞ : ð26Þ
An example of this fitting can be seen in Fig. 9. From the
estimated coefficients a and b along with the covariance
TABLE VII. Parameters of the hardware-injected simulated
continuous-wave signals during the O2 data run (parameters
given at epoch GPS 1130529362).
Label
Frequency
[Hz]
Spin-down
[nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg]
ip0 265.575533 −4.15 × 10−3 71.55193 −56.21749
ip1 848.969641 −3.00 × 10−1 37.39385 −29.45246
ip2 575.163521 −1.37 × 10−4 215.25617 3.44399
ip3 108.857159 −1.46 × 10−8 178.37257 −33.4366
ip4 1393.540559 −2.54 × 10−1 279.98768 −12.4666
ip5 52.808324 −4.03 × 10−9 302.62664 −83.83914
ip6 146.169370 −6.73 × 100 358.75095 −65.42262
ip7 1220.555270 −1.12 × 100 223.42562 −20.45063
ip8 191.031272 −8.65 × 100 351.38958 −33.41852
ip9 763.847316 −1.45 × 10−8 198.88558 75.68959
ip10 26.341917 −8.50 × 10−2 221.55565 42.87730
ip11 31.424758 −5.07 × 10−4 285.09733 −58.27209
ip12 38.477939 −6.25 × 100 331.85267 −16.97288
ip13 12.428001 −1.00 × 10−2 14.32394 −14.32394
ip14 1991.092401 −1.00 × 10−3 300.80284 −14.32394
TABLE VIII. 17 outliers from the SkyHough pipeline which survived the follow-up procedure. All of them can be ascribed to a
hardware injection or to a known source of instrumental noise. The (f0, _f; α; δ) values correspond to the center of the cluster returned by
the postprocessing stage. The s¯P column shows the mean power significance of the cluster, while the F column shows the F -statistic
mean over segments of the top candidate obtained at the last stage of the follow-up. The reference time for these parameters is
1167545839 GPS.
Outlier
index
Frequency
[Hz]
Spin-down
[nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg] Population s¯P F Description
7 51.0002 −1.8346 × 10−11 87.0087 −66.0873 6542 50.16 86.0406 1 Hz comb at H1 and L1
18 52.8083 2.2838 × 10−12 299.6708 −83.3562 1433 124.12 654.9832 Hardware injection 5
36 56.0001 −6.3195 × 10−12 88.8156 −66.4443 2765 210.17 157.7912 1 Hz comb at H1 and L1
39 56.4957 5.7155 × 10−10 156.8932 −49.1672 111 9.04 72.64532 1 Hz comb at H1 and L1
113 70.0001 −1.2045 × 10−11 88.1699 −66.1180 2980 121.85 165.2225 1 Hz comb at H1 and L1
125 72.0001 −5.4952 × 10−12 89.4121 −66.5021 3471 57.69 64.56955 1 Hz comb at H1 and L1
149 76.6788 −1.7870 × 10−10 74.5911 −59.0142 397 32.66 444.1439 0.08843966 Hz comb at H1
150 76.9442 −1.8308 × 10−10 74.6723 −58.9216 558 36.12 566.2429 0.08843966 Hz comb at H1
151 77.1207 −1.4130 × 10−10 77.8483 −59.1510 129 26.81 507.6696 0.08843966 Hz comb at H1
152 77.2090 −1.3071 × 10−10 79.0815 −59.5503 93 21.51 405.0106 0.08843966 Hz comb at H1
153 77.3855 −7.9419 × 10−11 279.3909 70.9090 150 14.78 154.7181 Unknown line at H1
316 108.8567 4.3434 × 10−11 182.2717 −29.6472 3050 72.87 275.9235 Hardware injection 3
485 145.9203 −6.7301 × 10−9 358.7866 −65.2887 675 86.45 311.7228 Hardware injection 6
664 199.9977 −1.5070 × 10−11 89.5203 −66.2582 1249 83.46 130.1102 99.9987 Hz comb at H1
1629 575.1638 −2.9038 × 10−11 215.4209 4.0846 636 564.51 4962.3050 Hardware injection 2
2303 763.8471 1.2199 × 10−11 198.9249 75.6197 1798 637.28 2703.2552 Hardware injection 9
2584 848.9591 −3.4856 × 10−10 37.3061 −28.8880 443 898.46 4473.9817 Hardware injection 1
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matrix Cab, we calculate the 1-sigma envelope (the error)
on the fit, which is given by
σS ¼ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
δs
δa

2
Caa þ

δs
δb

2
Cbb þ 2
δs
δa
δs
δb
Cab
s
: ð27Þ
After finding the 95% efficiency sensitivity depth at each
of the 40 frequency bands (which can be seen in Fig. 10),
we calculate a mean sensitivity depth for each of the four
different frequency regions. The results are given in
Table VI. From these results and by using Eq. (25), we
calculate the upper limits on h0, which are shown in
Fig. 11. The trace has a shadow enclosing a 7.5% error,
which we obtain by estimating the maximum difference in
each of the four frequency regions shown in Fig. 10
between the ten different points and the mean sensitivity
depth. Figure 11 also shows a comparison with the results
obtained in the previous search with O1 data.
C. Time-domain F -statistic results
In the [20–100], [100–434], and [1518–1922] Hz band-
width ranges under study, 3380 0.25-Hz wide subbands in
total were analyzed. As a result of vetoing candidates
around the known interference lines, a certain fraction of
the bandwidth was not analyzed. As a result 16.0% of the
band under study was vetoed.
In Figs. 13–15 the results of the coincidence search are
presented for bandwidth ranges [20–100], [100–434], and
[1518–1922] Hz respectively. The top panels show the
maximum coincidence multiplicity for each of the sub-
bands analyzed. The maximum multiplicity is an integer
FIG. 9. Efficiency as a function of sensitivity depth and fitting
at 148.3 Hz for the SkyHough pipeline. The vertical error bars for
the blue points show the 1-sigma binomial error. The 95%
efficiency point (indicated with a black cross) also shows a 1-
sigma error bar, calculated with Eq. (27).
FIG. 10. The 95% sensitivity depths at each of the 40 frequency
bands, with a 1-sigma error bar, for the SkyHough pipeline. The
three vertical lines separate the four regions with different
coherent time (3600, 2700, 1800, and 900 s).
FIG. 11. 95% upper limits on h0 for the SkyHough pipeline.
The orange trace shows the results for the O2 search, with a
shadow enclosing a 7.5% error obtained from Fig. 10, while the
pink trace shows the results obtained in the O1 search. These
results are valid for all frequency bands except the 1539 bands
where one outlier is present.
FIG. 12. Comparison of O1 and O2 95% upper limits on ho for
the Time-domain F -statistic pipeline.
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that varies from 4 to the number of time frames in each of
the bandwidth analyzed. This is because we record coin-
cidences of multiplicity of at least 4.
The bottom panel of Figs. 13–15 shows the results for
the false alarm probability of coincidence for the coinci-
dence with the maximum multiplicity. This is the proba-
bility that a coincidence among candidates from all the
time-domain segments in a given frequency subband occurs
by chance. This false alarm probability is calculated using
formula (A. 6) in the Appendix of [33].
We define outliers as those coincidences with false alarm
probabilities less than 0.1%. This criterion was adopted in
our Virgo data search [33] and also in one of the
Einstein@Home searches [28]. As a result we obtained
30 outliers. Among the 30 outliers, eight are identified with
the hardware injections. Table XII presents the estimated
parameters obtained for these hardware injections, along
with the absolute errors of the reconstructed parameters (the
differences with respect to the injected parameters).
The remaining 23 outliers are listed in Table XI. They
include 16 that are seen only in H1 data and three in only
the L1 data. In the case of the remaining outliers their
amplitude is stronger in H1 than in L1 whereas the noise
level in H1 is lower than in L1. Consequently no credible
gravitational wave candidates were found.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have presented the first results of an all-
sky search for CW signals using Advanced LIGO O2 data
with three different pipelines, covering a frequency range
from 20 to 1922 Hz and a first frequency derivative from
−1 × 10−8 to 2 × 10−9 Hz=s. For this broad range in
parameter space, this is the most sensitive search up to
1500 Hz. Each search found many outliers which were
followed up but none of them resulted in a credible
astrophysical CW signal. On the contrary, they were
ascribable to noise disturbances, to hardware injections,
or consistent with noise fluctuations.
Although no detections have been made, we have placed
interesting 95% C.L. upper limits on the gravitational wave
strain amplitude h0, the most sensitive being ≃1.7 × 10−25
in the 123–124 Hz region, as shown in Fig. 3. The
improved results over the O1 search are due to the better
sensitivity of the detectors, the use of a longer dataset and
improvements of the pipelines. For the semicoherent
methods used in this analysis, the strain sensitivity is
proportional to [65–67]
h0 ∝
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sn
Tcoh
s
N∼1=4: ð28Þ
FIG. 13. Results of Time-domain F -statistic pipeline coinci-
dences as for frequency band of [20–100] Hz. Top panel:
maximum coincidence multiplicity. Bottom panel: false alarm
probability for the coincidence with the maximum multiplicity.
FIG. 14. Results of Time-domain F -statistic pipeline coinci-
dences as for frequency band of [100–434] Hz. Top panel:
maximum coincidence multiplicity. Bottom panel: false alarm
probability for the coincidence with the maximum multiplicity.
FIG. 15. Results of Time-domain F -statistic pipeline coinci-
dences as for frequency band of [1518–1922] Hz. Top panel:
maximum coincidence multiplicity. Bottom panel: false alarm
probability for the coincidence with the maximum multiplicity.
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For the same observing time, an improvement of 1.15 in the
noise floor of both detectors translates to an expected
improvement of 1.15 of the minimum detectable strain
(looking at Fig. 1, we see that H1 has improved by ∼1.15,
while L1 has improved less, so at most a factor of 1.15 is
what we expect from the improved noise floors). To
ascertain the influence of the run duration (assuming that
the same coherent time has been used), we compare the
different number of segments used. Comparing O1 [40]
where ∼6600 segments were used by the SkyHough pipe-
line (similar numbers apply also for the other pipelines),
with O2 where ∼10600 segments have been used, the
expected improvement is of ∼1.12, which multiplied by
1.15 results in a ∼1.28 factor. The difference between this
and the 1.4 observed improvement is due to the enhance-
ment of the pipelines.
By converting the upper limits to an astrophysical reach,
as shown in Fig. 4, we see that the searches presented in this
paper provide already astrophysical interesting results. For
instance, in the “bucket” region (around ≃150 Hz), we
would be able to detect a CW signal from a neutron star
within a distance of 100 pc if its ellipticity were at least
10−6. Similarly, in the middle frequency range, around
≃500 Hz, we would be able to detect the CW signal up
to a distance of 1 kpc, with ϵ > 10−6. Finally at higher
frequencies, around ≃1500 Hz, the same signal would be
detectable up to a distance of 10 kpc if ϵ > 10−6 and 1 kpc
if ϵ > 10−7. Such levels of ellipticity are comparable or
below the maximum value we may expect for neutron stars
described by a standard equation of state [68]. Although
approximately 2500 neutron stars have been observed
through their electromagnetic emission, a much larger
number of undiscovered neutron stars is expected to exist
in our Galaxy, a small fraction of which could be nearby.
Further all-sky analyses are planned on O2 data, by
extending the parameter space and looking at subthreshold
candidates. The O3 observing run has started in April 2019
and will last for approximately 1 year. The full network of
LIGO and Virgo detectors is being upgraded and improved,
and we expect that the noise floor in O3 run will be
significantly better than for O2. This, and the foreseen
longer run duration, will make future searches more
sensitive (if the noise floor improves by 1.5 and the run
is 1.5 times longer than O2, we expect an improvement of
∼1.66 on the strain upper limits), increasing the chances of
a CW detection or allowing us to place tighter constraints
on the nonasymmetries of neutron stars in our Galaxy and
to put constraints on the unseen neutron star population.
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APPENDIX A
1. FrequencyHough hardware injections recovery
Table IX shows the parameters of the recovered signals, together with the error with respect to the injected signals. As
shown in the Table, we have been able to detect all 13 injections done in the analyzed frequency band and the estimated
parameters do show a very good agreement with the injected ones.
TABLE IX. Hardware injection recovery with the FrequencyHough pipeline. The reported values have been obtained at the end of the
full analysis, including the follow-up. The values in parentheses are the absolute errors, that is the difference with respect to the injection
parameters. The reference time is MJD 57856.826840. The sky position is given in equatorial coordinates.
Label CR Frequency [Hz] Spin-down [nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg]
ip13 27.8 12.427537ð−0.000008Þ −0.0070ð0.0030Þ 11.14ð−0.23Þ 17.78 (2.29)
ip10 147.8 26.338028ð−0.000012Þ −0.08423ð0.00077Þ 221.14 (0.043) 42.79ð−0.15Þ
ip11 130.8 31.424762 (0.000027) −0.0009ð0.0014Þ 284.52 (0.28) −58.27ð0.04Þ
ip12 78.7 38.192818ð−0.000003Þ −6.2542ð−0.0042Þ 336.06 (2.24) −25.74ð−4.35Þ
ip5 161.9 52.808286ð−0.000038Þ 0.00000 (4 × 10−9) 301.87ð−0.37Þ −83.641 (0.099)
ip3 67.42 108.857166ð−0.000007Þ −0.00088ð−0.00088Þ 178.29ð−0.0.2Þ −33.59ð−0.09Þ
ip6 76.4 145.862390 (0.000036) −6.7245 (0.0055) 358.85 (0.27) −65.63ð−0.01Þ
ip8 72.7 190.636613ð−0.000055Þ −8.661ð−0.011Þ 351.20ð−0.08Þ −33.04 (0.19)
ip0 293.6 265.575312ð−0.000032Þ 0.0000 (0.0041) 71.64 (0.05) −56.29ð−0.03Þ
ip2 297.3 575.163534 (0.000019) 0.00000 (0.00014) 215.18 (0.03) 3.44ð−0.02Þ
ip9 394.2 763.847307ð−0.000010Þ 0.0053 (0.0053) 198.86ð−0.01Þ 75.65ð−0.02Þ
ip1 408.4 848.955908ð−0.000048Þ −0.2974 (0.0026) 37.43 (0.02) −29.49ð−0.02Þ
TABLE X. List of subthreshold candidates in the FrequencyHough analysis. Reference time is MJD 57856.826840. All parameters
are averages of the values in each detector.
Order number CR Frequency [Hz] Spin-down [nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg]
1 4.75 184.0774 −5.0337 281.0392 −14.3215
2 4.63 294.6539 1.9496 314.7224 −1.3227
3 5.02 316.2952 −5.0802 237.2929 22.1560
4 4.46 339.3438 −2.9499 181.4295 33.5115
5 4.09 353.2267 −5.8594 346.0884 −27.8214
6 4.17 377.1483 −9.9569 261.5479 −33.9948
7 3.88 403.3479 1.8908 284.5725 −2.8764
8 4.29 404.0677 −3.3008 132.9264 −8.0342
9 4.11 423.3808 −0.0456 140.3369 83.1005
10 4.04 433.9027 0.2334 207.0290 −63.3601
11 4.26 457.7948 −2.1637 250.2473 12.2122
12 4.18 297.8762 −5.9050 116.5559 −37.5740
13 3.75 407.0068 0.8607 308.1622 41.2725
14 4.56 456.3493 −2.7138 270.8929 45.9713
15 3.59 475.5485 −7.0957 79.9163 −30.3946
16 4.60 475.7466 −1.0713 43.7284 −57.1093
17 3.18 611.3748 1.7294 111.7053 −31.0260
18 3.97 636.4725 −0.7449 161.4437 26.4633
19 3.33 636.4718 −0.8265 161.1148 27.2096
20 3.50 709.5682 −0.7265 75.0639 −57.6713
21 4.21 728.2990 0.7449 339.5191 −34.2676
22 3.92 739.6568 −0.0921 313.2296 −60.2544
23 3.69 821.2659 −1.2319 221.0008 27.1607
24 3.62 825.1451 −1.1582 74.7772 −34.8971
25 3.96 916.2110 1.6899 239.5039 27.3825
26 3.47 949.4410 −1.6215 155.2317 −28.9975
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2. FrequencyHough selected subthreshold candidates
Table X shows the parameters of the candidates which have been excluded because, after the follow-up and the
verification stages, are in coincidence (within the standard distance, equal to 3) but below the CR threshold
value CRthr ¼ 7.42.
3. F -statistic outliers
Table XI presents the parameters of the final 23 outliers from the Time-domainF -statistic pipeline, along with comments
on their likely causes. None is a credible gravitational wave signal.
TABLE XI. Time-domain F -statistic pipeline outliers in the frequencies ranges [20–100], [100–434], and [1518–1922] Hz. The
columns provide outliers false alarm probability (FAP) as well as the nominal frequencies and frequency derivatives, right ascensions
and declinations found for the outliers, along with comments indicating the likely sources of the outliers. Frequencies are converted to
epoch GPS 1174899130.
Index FAP
Frequency
[Hz]
Spin-down
[nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg] Description
1 2.4 × 10−4 21.428 0.014 −63.801 100.39 Present only in H1
2 1.1 × 10−4 27.481 0.027 −63.159 272.42 Present only in L1
3 1.5 × 10−5 29.970 −0.003 −66.303 89.028 Present only in H1
4 1.3 × 10−5 31.764 0.030 −54.723 111.99 Interference much stronger in H1 than in L1
5 6.3 × 10−5 39.763 0.015 −63.094 103.49 Interference much stronger in H1 than in L1
6 3.2 × 10−4 42.945 0.015 −65.709 94.921 Present only in H1
7 4.5 × 10−5 59.951 −0.026 −64.569 86.213 Present only in H1
8 < 10−8 82.753 −4.229 −52.811 294.54 Interference stronger in H1 than in L1
9 1.3 × 10−4 83.447 0.011 −65.403 94.618 Interference much stronger in H1 than in L1
10 2.6 × 10−4 85.714 −0.003 −65.907 90.414 Present only in H1
11 1.6 × 10−4 85.830 −0.004 −63.420 88.385 Present only in H1
12 < 10−8 107.11 0.195 −6.0084 209.42 Present only in H1
13 < 10−8 107.14 0.032 −6.4358 9.2631 Present only in H1
14 3.8 × 10−5 119.90 0.046 −6.8506 9.3225 Interference stronger in H1 than in L1
15 < 10−8 128.57 0.362 −7.0981 155.81 Present only in H1
16 < 10−8 130.93 0.122 −5.2438 9.0533 Present only in H1
17 7.9 × 10−8 199.86 −0.041 −8.1570 138.45 Present only in L1
18 1.6 × 10−8 299.41 0.132 −8.2426 135.07 Present only in H1
19 < 10−8 299.54 0.331 −7.0534 109.15 Present only in H1
20 < 10−8 299.71 −0.229 −6.1941 7.7833 Present only in H1
21 1.3 × 10−7 303.27 0.034 −3.4995 235.37 Present only in H1
22 < 10−8 314.91 −0.145 −6.7862 7.9226 Present only in L1
23 < 10−8 1800.1 −1.700 −68.404 75.855 Present only in L1
TABLE XII. Hardware injection recovery with the Time-domain F -statistic pipeline. The values in parentheses
are the absolute errors, that is, the difference with respect to the injection parameters. Frequencies are converted to
epoch GPS 1174899130.
Label FA Frequency [Hz] Spin-down [nHz/s] α [deg] δ [deg]
ip0 < 10−8 265.5746 (0.0007) −0.0466ð−0.0425Þ 69.42 (2.12) −57.21 (0.99)
ip3 < 10−8 108.8573ð−0.0001Þ −0.1386 (0.1386) 174.96 (3.42) −34.81ð−1.37Þ
ip5 2.9 × 10−4 52.8085 (0.0002) −0.1865 (0.1865) 236.90 (65.72) −74.18 (9.66)
ip6 < 10−8 145.8721 (0.0048) −6.0512 (0.6788) 358.75 (58.00) −68.01 (2.58)
ip8 < 10−8 190.6428 (0.0002) −8.5306 (0.1193) 331.41 (19.98) −35.87 (2.45)
ip10 2.2 × 10−4 26.3380 (0.0001) −0.0683 (0.0167) 223.10 (1.54) 37.23 (5.64)
ip11 4.0 × 10−4 31.42475 (0.00001) −0.0056 (0.0051) 286.25 (1.10) −58.39 (0.11)
ip12 5.7 × 10−2 38.2005 (0.0001) −6.1165 (0.1335) 326.26 (5.60) −33.71 (16.73)
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